Future scientific missions, such as virtual telescopes or interferometers, will require precise formation flying, such that the relative positions of spacecraft are controlled very precisely. The present paper discusses how to suppress relative position variation during a single orbit for along-track formation flying. We first introduce the control function distribution among the two spacecraft. We then focus on the translational control, design three different controllers and perform numerical studies to compare them in regard to the smallest possible variation (i.e. the achievable control accuracy) and the total delta-V. It has been shown that different controllers perform better in suppressing the effects of air drag (constant acceleration) or the J2 term (mixture of several sinusoidal waves).
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Introduction
Recently, space science missions, such as missions that use interferometers, space telescopes, or occulters, require a longer baseline or a longer focal length. Precise formation flying is a promising technique to meet this demand [1] [2] [3] , where mission components are distributed on multiple spacecraft, and relative positions and attitudes are measured and controlled very precisely.
A number of studies have examined methods by which to design formation geometries or relative orbits, so that secular drifts due to natural disturbances are minimized [4] [5] [6] . However, in low earth orbit (LEO) in particular, variations in relative position variation due to the earth's oblateness (J2 term) are not negligible when centimeter or sub-centimeter level positional accuracy is required. In case of a virtual telescope, a typical mission that requires precise formation flying, high precision is needed in maintaining the detector center with respect to the focal center. Here, because the focal length is very long, it is easy to tilt the attitude of the mirror spacecraft slightly in order to adjust the focal center position in directions perpendicular to the optical axis. On the other hand, it is difficult to adjust the focal center position along the optical axis by an attitude change of the mirror spacecraft. Therefore, the detector center position along the optical axis should be adjusted by translational control of the detector spacecraft. Based on such a control function distribution between two spacecraft, this paper presents designs for controllers that can achieve highly precise relative position control under the effects of the J2 term and air drag. The accuracy and total delta-V of these controllers are compared through numerical studies.
The remainder of the present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a formulation of precise formation flying in LEO is described. In Section 3, the design of relative position controllers is considered. Numerical examples are presented in Section 4, and Section 5 concludes the paper.
Formulation of Precise Formation Flying in LEO

Overview
There are a number of technical challenges that must be overcome in order to realize precise formation flight 3) . Formation flight is a system technology, and the demonstration of formation flight in low earth orbits (LEO) as a precursor to operational missions has been proposed by several agencies [7] [8] [9] . As such, the formation flight configuration summarized in Table 1 is investigated in the present paper. The reference orbit is set to be LEO because technical demonstration flights are conceived in such orbits. The formation geometry chosen is an along-track formation flight, where the relative distance along the orbital velocity direction is maintained between the two spacecraft. This geometry is advantageous for several reasons. First, it avoids the problem of one-sided deformation of the formation geometry (secular term effects) due to the J2 term that arises under general formation geometry. Second, when the chief spacecraft carries a collective apparatus, such as a mirror system, and the deputy spacecraft carries a detector, then the optical axis is in approximate alignment. If both spacecraft take an earth-pointing attitude, then the optical axis is in the tangential direction of the reference orbit and rotates during the course of one orbit. This observation style is useful for all-sky survey type operation. 
Definition of coordinates
The relative position of the deputy spacecraft with respect to the chief spacecraft is expressed in Hill coordinates 10) , which is a rotating local orthogonal coordinate system defined relative to the chief spacecraft (Fig. 1) . The origin of the coordinates is the mass center of the chief spacecraft. The x-axis is aligned with an imaginary line drawn from the Earth's center of mass to the chief spacecraft. The z-axis is defined along the angular momentum vector of the orbital motion of the chief spacecraft. The y-axis is chosen to form a right-hand system and coincides with the orbital velocity vector of the chief spacecraft when its orbit is circular.
Description of the relative motion using state transition matrix
The position r and velocity v of the spacecraft are expressed in the Hill coordinates as The relative state of the deputy spacecraft with respect to the chief spacecraft is given as
The time evolution of the relative state of the deputy spacecraft from initial true anomaly to current true anomaly is expressed as
The general procedure to compute the matrix
γ γ Φ has been developed by Schaub 11) and Gim 12) . Furthermore, the method to compute the time evolution of the relative state has been derived for the along-track formation flight configuration including the effects of the J2 term, air drag and impulsive control inputs 13, 14) ( ) ( 
We will design and compare controllers based on this equation.
Design of Relative Position Controllers
Requirements of virtual telescope
A typical example of precise formation flying, a virtual telescope, consists of a mirror spacecraft and detector spacecraft. The optical axis is precisely aligned by using 3 degrees of freedom (d.o.f) relative position and 3 d.o.f. relative attitude (in total 6 d.o.f.) and as a whole it is oriented toward the observation target by using 3 d.o.f absolute attitude (Fig. 2) . The virtual telescope is realized by satisfying the three conditions below: 1) To point the optical axis of the mirror toward the observation target. 2) To keep the detector center within a control error box defined around the focal point. 3) To align the detector plane to the optical axis of the mirror. The unique feature of the virtual space telescope from the control point of view is that in some applications, the first and the third conditions can be relaxed and the second condition requires very precise control (for example, a few centimeters along the optical axis and a few millimeters perpendicular to the optical axis with the focal length of a few tens of meters).
When the spacecraft is placed in the second Lagrange point (L2) where natural disturbances are very small, it is straightforward to allocate control functions such that the mirror spacecraft orients the optical axis toward the observation target, whereas the detector spacecraft controls the relative position in order to keep the detector center in the vicinity of the focal center (and controls the relative attitude in order to keep the detector plane parallel to the focal plane).
On the other hand, when the spacecraft is placed in LEO where natural disturbances are large, it is difficult for the detector satellite to control its relative position precisely.
Therefore, it is desirable that the mirror satellite adjusts its attitude to help the focal center to be kept near the detector center. Accordingly, the control function is shared by the two spacecraft such that maintaining the position along the optical axis is realized by relative position control of the detector spacecraft and maintaining the position normal to the optical axis is realized by relative attitude control of the mirror spacecraft. It should be noted that because there are upper limits to the adjustable angle by the attitude control of the mirror spacecraft, maintaining the position normal to the optical axis should be achieved at least in a coarse way by relative position control of the detector satellite.
Candidate controllers for relative position control
Considering the discussion in subsection 3.1, we design relative position controller in subsection 3.2 based on Eq. (5), such that the following conditions are met (more concretely, to solve initial velocity and control inputs). (a) Initial position is known. (For simplicity, the initial value is set as the nominal value.) (b) The state transition matrix (J2 term is included) and the effects of relative air drag are known (c) In a stationary state, the position and velocity after one orbital period shall be the same as their initial values. (d) The positional variation should be within the specified limits during one orbital period. (e) The smaller the total amount of velocity increments, the better.
Furthermore, because the variation in the out-of-plane motion is very small, we will focus on the in-plane motion from now on. We can think of three relative position controller candidates that satisfy conditions (a)-(e).
(1) #1: "reset every-time" controller At each control timing, the control inputs are computed so that at the next control timing, the position is returned to the nominal value. In this case, unknown variables are the initial velocity ( Therefore, the total number of unknown variables is larger than the number of equality constraints (if N is larger than 1). Then, we may obtain an optimal solution such that the total delta V is minimized and condition (d) (inequality constraints) is satisfied by use of LP method.
For cases (1), (2) and (3), if a feasible solution that satisfies condition (d) does not exist, then we can increase the control frequency (number of control inputs per single orbit period) in order to find a feasible solution.
Numerical Examples
Evaluation procedure
We will compare the three controllers designed in section 3 in terms of the possible smallest upper / lower limits and the total delta-V through numerical studies.
To compute the possible smallest upper / lower limits, different procedures are applied for controller #1 and controller #2 / #3. For controller #1, the number of the unknowns and that of the equality constraints are the same.
Therefore, when the initial position and the control frequency are specified, there is a single solution. We apply the relative motion model to the single solution, compute the time evolution of the relative position of the deputy spacecraft and find the largest deviation, which gives the possible smallest upper / lower limits. For controller #2 / #3, we have more inputs than equality constraints. Therefore there is room for iteration. At each step, we apply LP to look for an optimal solution. If a feasible solution exists, then we tighten the limits and apply LP again. If a feasible solution does not exist, then we relax the limits. After several iterations, we usually obtain converged limits. These give the possible smallest limits (Fig. 3) . 
Initial conditions
Effects of air drag
Firstly, we'll consider the case where only relative air drag is applied to the deputy spacecraft.
The typical time histories of position and velocity of the deputy spacecraft under the three candidate controllers are shown in Fig. 4 From the figure, it can be seen that the peak-to-peak variations of the position y are almost the same among the three controllers, although the time history of the velocity x looks somehow different.
Effects of J2 term
Secondly, we'll consider the case where only a relative J2 term is applied to the deputy spacecraft.
The typical time histories of position and velocity of the deputy spacecraft under the three candidate controllers are shown in From the figure, it can be seen that, contrary to Fig. 4 , the peak-to-peak variations of the position y are much different among the three controllers. This is due to the complexity in the effects of the J2 term. Because the effects of the J2 term consist of sinusoidal elements with 1x or 2x orbital velocity, a simple controller like #1 does not give good performance. Comparing controllers #2 and #3, the latter has more d.o.f. control inputs, and it can suppress the variation between the control timings more efficiently than the former.
Effects of control frequency
Finally, the possible smallest bounds and the total delta-V are summarized in Fig. 6 , where the control frequency is changed from 4 to 16 inputs per orbit.
From the figure, it can be seen that The peak-to-peak variations under air drag do not change much among the three controllers. As for the total delta-V, controller #3 needs about 10% more delta-V than the other two in this case. Therefore, to suppress the variation under a constant acceleration such as air drag, it is sufficient (or even better) to adopt controller #1.
The peak-to-peak variations under the J2 term change considerably among the three controllers (almost 1 order of magnitude difference). As for the total delta-V, controller #1 always needs the largest amount and controller #2 needs the smallest. Therefore, to suppress the variation that includes sinusoidal components with multiple frequencies, it is better to adopt controller #2 (if the accuracy requirement is not so high) or controller #3 (if the accuracy requirement is stringent).
Conclusion
The suppression of relative position variation during a single orbit in order to realize precise along-track formation flying (e.g. a virtual telescope consisting of the mirror and detector spacecraft) has been discussed.
A control function distribution is introduced, where the mirror spacecraft adjusts the focal center position perpendicular to the optical axis by attitude control and the detector spacecraft adjusts the detector center position along the optical axis by translational control. Three translational controllers for the detector spacecraft are designed. Controller #1 resets to its nominal value at every control timing. Controllers #2 and #3 do not reset and use the remaining d.o.f. of the control inputs to suppress the variation between the control timings. Controller #2 uses only the y component of the control inputs, whereas controller #3 uses both the x and y components. Numerical studies were conducted to compare the three controllers in view of the smallest possible variation and the total delta-V under the effects of air drag and the J2 term.
It has been shown that under a constant acceleration such as that involved in air drag, controller #1 is the best, while under a mixture of sinusoidal components such as the J2 term, controller #2 or #3 is the best depending on the accuracy and the delta-V consumption.
Future research should include a sensitivity study for each controller on the sensing, actuation, or modeling errors which are inevitable in real applications.
